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2.

Aims and objectives

Aims
The course is an introduction to network analysis as it is applied for transportation networks.
Most of the methodology roots in social network analysis and has been adapted to transportation
networks such as air, rail and public transport networks. The course aims to provide the students
with the necessary basis to assess existing studies on transportation network analysis critically
as well as conduct their own analyses.
Learning Objectives
The student who followed this course
 … is aware of common network models in transportation and can interpret research
results in the forefront of the modelling choices.
 … can calculate metrics that describe node characteristics in networks (e.g. node
centralities) as well as metrics to describe the structure of a network as a whole (e.g.
degree distribution, network centralizations, communities).
 … understands and critically reflects the meaning of metrics and their power in describing
specific situations.
 … is familiar with necessary software tool to conduct network analyses.

3.

Plan of semester

Outline for 5 sessions with 3 TU each, if possible during a timeframe of 4-6 weeks.
Session 1: Introduction (topic, terminology, metrics for centrality, community detection)
Session 2: Exemplary research articles
Session 3: Robustness of transportation networks
Session 4: Software application, graph visualization
Session 5: Replicating a study
4.

Course details (by topics)

The following aspects will be introduced or discussed during the course:
 Review on graph terminology, fundamentals on networks
 Network modelling (L- and P-space models)
 Centrality of graphs, its understanding and suitable metrics (e.g. Freeman centralities,
Eigenvector centrality, PageRank centrality)
 Local and global transport network efficiency
 Small-world networks, scale-free property
 Community detection within graphs
 Robustness of networks / connectedness of a graph
 Interpretation of graph metrics (e.g. network anomalies)
 Software support (e.g. networkx in Python)
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6.

Further information about assessment

Students are expected to prepare some readings for each of the sessions. Details will be
communicated to the participants beforehand.
Students will be asked to work with a transportation network dataset themselves in class and at
home on their own computers to replicate results from one of the papers discussed earlier in the
course.

